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Hello again dear reader!
Following the success of the previous numbers of our Niño Jesús School magazine, a new one has come out.
It deals with different topics you will be really interested in.
Anyway, we hope you will enjoy the reading because
we all students from Secondary Niño Jesús School have
worked hard to make it a big hit. We would also like to thank everybody who has
tried to make a contribution. Read and enjoy it and let us know any suggestions to
improve our magazine
Enjoy it!!!

Edition : Colegio Niño Jesús School
Print: Colegio Niño Jesús School
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UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE 14
14--15
The 2014-15 UEFA Champions League is the

Skype is a kind of software that lets you send

60th edition of the competition . It is being held

text messages, voice messages and videos. It

from July 1 2014 until June 6, 2015. The final

was designed by Janus Friis and Niklas

will be played at the Olympic Stadium in Ber-

Zennstron in 2003. The Skype code is closed,

lin , Germany . The winner will play the Euro-

meaning it‟s private, but interested users can

pean Super Cup against 2015 champion

freely download the application. That happens

UEFA Europa League 2014-15.

on the official web site. The main objective of

Real Madrid is the current champion after
achieving their tenth European Cup against
Atletico Madrid in Lisbon.
Berlin 's Olympic Stadium , scene of sporting

Skype is to speak for free. At the moment Skype
is very common in all households.
Since 2013, Windows Live Messenger net was
integrated into Skype; one MSN user can begin
a session with the same user credentials as Windows Live or Skype. Skype lets users call telephones for low prices and you can call almost all
telephone numbers in the world.
Another option that Skype allows is that it permits you to have a number of telephone numbers
to contact any computer anywhere in the world,
and it supplies a service of voice mail.

events like the Olympic Soccer in 1936 and

We can identify Skype in our Computers by its

the World cup finals in 1974 and 2006, for the

logo. The logo of the Skype has a shape of a

first time hosts the final of the Champions

cloud. Access is very easy; we have only to click

League. It will be the first time the German

on it. Another interesting thing is that it is possi-

capital to hold an end of such competition.

ble to start one conversation among different us-

A total of 77 teams are going to take part in

ers using the same application. This program

the 2014-15 Champions League, from 53

also permits voice mail messages in case users

UEFA associations with own league competi-

can‟t find anyone available. People always have

tion. The seats were distributed among the

the opportunity to be in contact with other peo-

associations according to their UEFA coeffi-

ple.

cient of the 2012-2013 season, which includes

The advantage of

all shared teams in European competitions

Skype is that it is

from the 2008-09 season until 2012-2013.

totally free using a
Wi-Fi

connection

and it is very useful
not only with the PC, but also with the mobile
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TV affects our children
Nowadays children watch a lot of content on TV, some of this is educational, other content is enjoyable and other types of content are inappropriate for kids. That delicate content can generate psychological problems on young minds. Which kind of problems are
produced by these programmes? Can these programmes create murderous inclinations?
Are kids protected from this contents? You must continue reading if you want to know
the answers.
This kind of attitudes have a lot of consequences, the first
consequence is social, youths can leave behind their social life to dedicate more hours, more time to the small
screen. Another result from the excess of watching TV
are the physical problems that might occur, the box encourages a sedentary life; if someone doesn‟t practice
sport he‟ll get fatter, this overweight causes health problems, in the worst case scenario; the infant can suffer a
heart attack.

Those possible downsides are very dangerous, but here
comes the most dangerous outcome, psychological problems
produced by sensitive content like porn, murders, rapes…

It‟s important to control content that children watch, but with a limit, if we control them too much they won‟t have private life, something necessary, everyone must have secrets, if you‟ve noticed
strange behavior in a child, like obsession with things related to
crimes like murders, rapes and similar you should take that child
to a psychologist.
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Evolution of Coke
John Pemberton created Coke on 8th
May 1886 in Georgia, at that moment
the chemist created the most famous
drink in the world. Frank Robinson designed the logo of Coke. The chemist
and his brother founded the company
Coke in 1891. The first utility was to
treat stomachaches. Today, Coke is
129 years old.

The formula of Coke is a secret, it is stored in a bank in Atlanta, but Time magazine sent a
spy to get the secret formula of Coke on 15th February 2013. Although the company “Fresco”
denied this news.
This famous drink was first sold in 1894. The first bottle was designed in 1915 by the Root Glass
Company. The patent was renewed on December 25 th 1923, thus creating the "Christmas" bottle.
The bottle has become very popular among collectors. In 1957 The Coca-Cola Company decided
to eliminate the traditional embossing of its trademark on the bottle, and replaced it with CocaCola in white Applied Color Labelling. In 1960 the bottle was
registered as a trademark, becoming the second package in
history to be trademarked. The
white Coca-Cola trademark on a
red background gave color to the
bottle. This two color version
was used in the international
markets. In 1994 Coca-Cola introduced a new plastic bottle, the
Coke bottle we know today.
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YOU TUBERS
Youtube is a platform where people can upload
and watch videos. The youtubers are people that
earn

money uploading

recordings on

their

youtube channel. In America to be a youtuber is
normal work like a lawyer or policeman… but in
Europe to be a youtuber most of the people think
that it is easy and for freaks.
You can earn money contacting the network or with YouTube, and become named as a
partner. The network earns money putting ads in your videos, a part of that money will
also be for you.
Also you can get products to improve your videos. The company gives you products if
you allow them to sponsor you.
Most youtubers upload video vlogs and gameplays, most of the gameplays are about
Grand Theft Auto V, Minecraft, Call of Duty Advanced Warfare and Black Ops II.
A gameplay is a video that you record when you are playing any game.
Some of the most famous youtubers in Spain are:
-The record gameplayers are Vegetta777, Willyrex, PixFight X8, sTaXx, Alexby11,
Luzugames, ElRubiusOMG, Sr.Cheeto, Mangelrogel, ITown, TheGrefg and Rumi.
-The record vloggers are LuzuVlogs, Auronplay, Wismichu, Luzuylana and so on.
Also youtubers in other countries like PiewDiePie is the most famous youtuber in the
world.
People think that being a youtuber is fun work and with a future.
In this platform you can
see

what

you

want,

when you want; that is
the reason that Youtube
is one of the most important platforms.
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Flappy bird is a game for phones and was created in 2013. The creator of this game was
Dong Nguyen and it was published by Gears
studio, and was created for android and iOS.
The game was published on 24th May 2013,
and was eliminated from the App Store and
Google play by the creator, because he said it was too addictive, it was only meant to
be played for 5 to 10 minutes to relax, and not to play until you break the record in the
game.
The game consisted of touching the screen and making the bird in the game fly by flapping its wings, the birds objective was to get past the green pipes flying through the
middle.
Information about the games records and other things:
The records are very high because the game was
very addictive from example someone achieved
415 points.
Nowadays some people would pay a lot of money
for a phone with this app already installed.
The flappy bird game was very difficult to pass
and now other people are doing a copy of the
game with other animals for example cat.
PD: Don´t download the game and the copies because they can damage your mobile.
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HAPPY HOLI- FESTIVAL OF COLOURS
What is this?

Time to celebrate!

Inspired in the „Holi

Festival of

The festival usually takes place in the morning

colours‟ of

and usually lasts all day! Participants wear

I n d i a ,

comfortable clothes and most importantly,

thanks one

white clothing. The festival is also celebrated

God for the

with great music! Music of different types.

spring,

From pop, alternative rock, hip hop and a lot

Happy Holi quickly became known as the

of electronic music.

feast of colours and love. Therefore, the

Every hour,

party became famous. The party is full of

a true colour

joy, music and colours; millions of people

of explo-

together wear white clothes creating a

sions occurs

palette of human colours in the moment of

when every-

celebration.

one throws
coloured powder high in the air, leaving you to
experience a magical and unforgettable mo-

When and where the party hap- ment.
pens?
Today, the

The Holi’s spirit.

party hap-

The Indians celebrate too, the victory of god

pens

in

in the world. And so, for one day, the differ-

count ries

ences disappear; they don‟t care about your

in Europe, South America and in the original

culture, your country, your sexual option.

country, of course.

This day, everybody is equal. On this day,

In the beginning, people celebrated this festi-

happiness and tolerance are compulsory.

val in the spring. So today it continues to be
celebrated in the spring, this festival begins
exactly when spring begins, bringing colour,
joy and warmth for the year. The first international Holi Festival Of Colours, was in Berlin,
July of 2012.
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Vine is a service (a social network), which was developed by the same creator as Twitter, (they
bought it from the previous owners).
The designers and creators of Vine are three men and a woman called: Don Hofmann,
Yusupov Rus, Colin Kroll and Fernanda Coronado. The launch of Vine was on 24th January
2013.
It consists of recording videos of six seconds, the videos can be news, comedy videos, sports
videos, funny videos…We can say that it is like Instagram, another service but it only makes
short videos.
The application is controlled by the business, this means that if the video isn‟t appropriate you
can‟t share it.
Recently, because of the last update on 1st July last year, 2014, they added a counter to see
how many “loops” a video has, it tells you all the times a video has been replayed. There´s a
general counter too on the profiles of each user, it adds all the total replays of all your vines.
As a social network that it is, it has mentions. These are labels where you mention people and
friends to be a part of your video.
Here there are some examples of famous people on Vine. Shawn
Mendes: He has got 3.4 million followers; he is a sixteen-year-old
Canadian singer-songwriter. He posts a lot of covers of songs. Us
the Duo: They have got 4.3 million followers, together, husband
and wife, they record covers. Lele Pons: With 5.5 million followers, she is a Miami-based teenager,

Shawn Mendes

best known for pulling pranks on family
and friends and for her hyper-edited vines.

Lele Pons

Nash Grier
10
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Whatsapp is a social network

ple. This application is syn-

that is used to chat with fami-

chronized to your phone list

ly, friends…, it is an instant

so you don‟t need to put the

messaging

anyones number in twice.

app

for

smartphones, depending on
the

smartphone,

you

can

friends, if they use it to con-

In a normal day people send

trol the other person.

more than 700 million photos

-Also it promotes disinterest

and more than 100 million

for real life.

videos.
On 19th February 2014 the

have the basic or the advanced application.
In the basic application we
can

send

photos,

audio

notes, videos… but in the ad-

WHEN ARE YOU SICK?

company Facebook bought

Enrique Echeburúa the special-

the app for 19,000 million dol-

ist, teacher at the University of

lars

Psychology

THINGS THAT WHATSAPP
KNOW ABOUT YOU, AND

in

the

Basque

Country comments that you
may be sick if,-you send more than 40 mes-

YOU IGNORE:

sages between 10 p.m. and

vanced you can do all of this

- Once you download it the

but also you can do one more

company collects all your in-

thing that is to personalise

formation

the application.

when you navigate online.

the mobile phone while you are

- They know your contacts

talking with another person.

This extraordinary messaging
app was created in 2009, by
Brian Acton and Jan Koun. In

that

you

leave

too, and they know how much
time you are connected.

2a.m.
-you can not stop looking at

- you reply to a message as
soon as it arrives

January 2015 Whatsapp was

You need the help of a special-

the most global app, it beat

ist!

the record with 700 million

When you lose control of it,

users.

your life can change, you get

When you download it is free,
but when you have the app
more than 1 year you have to
pay 0,86 euros.
Recently Whatsapp has created a new system to make
calls from Whatsapp to peo-

WHAT HAPPENS IF IT IS
USED FOR EVIL?

message

app

problems

between

boyfriends

studies. If you are all the time
looking at WhatsApp you are

-The evil use of this instant

and

worse at your work or in your

can

create
friends

and

not a user you are sick because of this instant message
app!

girl-
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Eva and Itziar lived in Madrid and they had two neighbours that were twins. They were best friends. They
were very famous because they went to “the voice
kids” programme, but Eva and Itziar weren´t the Gemeliers.
Itziar was going out with Calum who was a friend of
the Gemeliers. Their names were Jesús and Daniel
Oviedo Morilla.
One day Calum was kissing a girl that wasn´t his girlfriend and Eva was looking at them. She told Itziar
and sent a photo that she took of them. Two days later Itziar and Calum broke up. Later
Eva,Itziar,Jesús and Dani met in Retiro park and they ate ice cream, because they were very
hungry. They sat down on a bench and they started speaking.
Dani said that Calum didn´t want
to kiss her. The girl that kissed him
was Irune. When they heard that
name, the two sisters looked at
each other and they said that she
went to their class. The next day in
the high school, there was a fight
between Calum, Itziar and Irune.
Calum, who was a very good
friend of Irune, was angry with her
and Itziar and Calum started going out again. Meanwhile, Eva was with Jesús and Dani, but
suddenly Jesús, without saying anything, he left and Eva and Dani were alone. Eva turned red
and Dani gave her a hug and he sang in her ear the single of their second album, that was
called “grandes”. Then Irune appeared and she went to speak with Dani. She told him that when
they met, because they were going out and hardly ever spoke. Eva started crying. Dani and Eva
went to the place where their friends were. They told them what happened.
To be continued
12
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The 7 wonders of the world
These are the 7 wonders of the world. We are going to speak
about them one by one

Chichen Itza is an archeological
site in Yukatan, Mexico. The god
they followed is called Kukulcan.
Chichen Itza was a city or a ceremonial site that went through a
lot of construction periods. It was
registered by Unesco in 1988, as
a World Heritage Site.

Petra is an important archaeological settlement in Jordan.
Petra is in a valley; east of Arabian valley that is from the Dead
Sea to the Arab gulf. In the 6th
century the city was abandoned
because there was an earthquake. But, in 1812 the explorer
Johann Ludwig Burckhardt discovered it again. It was well built
by the Edomites in the 8th century before Christ. It was registered by Unesco in 1985 as a
World Heritage Site.

The wall of china was built to
defend the city between the imperial dynasties of Mongolia and
Manchuria. Between the peak of
the dynasty of Ming it was safekeeping by a million of warriors.
It was registered in La Unesco
in 1987. A part of the wall is a
cementery, because 10 million
workers died in the construction.

It was used as a religious sanctuary. It has a palace too. It
isn´t a fortress or a citadel. Machu Picchu is considered an
architectural and engineering
masterpiece. Because of its
architectural and landscape
characteristics. It was registered by Unesco in 1983.

The Roman Coliseum is an
amphitheatre in the middle of
Rome. It was built in 1st century. It was used for gladiator
fights and public shows in it.
The Emperor Vespasiano was
the ruler when the building was
started. It was registered by
Unesco in 1980 as a World
Heritage Site.

The Taj Mahal was built between 1631 and 1654 in Agra
on the banks of the Yamuna
river. Shah Jahan was the
builder. It was constructed for
his wife that died during birth of
their fourteenth child. It needed
20,000 builders to be built it. It
was registered by Unesco in
1983 as a World Heritage Site.

Christ the Redeemer is an statue of Jesus Christ in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. It was created by
the French sculptor Paul Landowski and built by the Brazilian engineer Heitor da Silva Costa. Is located at the peak of the Corcovado mountain in the Tijuca Forest National Park. The
statue has become an icon for Rio de Janeiro and Brazil. It was constructed between 1922
and 1931.
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Mickey Mouse is an American Animated comedy television program, It´s produced by Disney Television Animation.
The main characters are Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse, Donald Duck, Daisy Duck, Goofy, Pluto and Pete, and the
episodes are in settings such us Paris, Venice, Tokyo and New york.
It is produced by Aaron Springer and Clay Morrow, the artist (the person who draws) is Paul Rudish.
The first episode “ Croissant the Triomphe” was released on 12th March 2013 on Disney.com in the USA. The series officially appeared on television 28th June 2013 on the Disney Channel but in Spain it premiered 11th September 2013.
In the first season there are 18 episodes, and the second season premiered 11th April 2014. There are 29 episodes and each one lasts 3 minutes

Hi, I´m Mickey Mouse!

I´m Daisy!!

I was created in 1928 by
Walt Disney. I live in Hollywood with my family and
my friends. I´m courageous and an adventurer.

I´m the girlfriend of
Donald duck. I spend a
lot of time with Minnie
Mouse and we are very
good friends. I love the
colours pink and purple

Hi, I´m Minnie Mouse!
I´m the wife and the travel companion of Mickey,
who sometimes saves
me and on several occasions of Pete.

I´m Donald!!
I´m the boyfriend of Daisy
and I have three little
nephews. I´m the best
friend of Mickey Mouse
They say I am selfish, but
I don´t think the same
thing.

I´m Pluto!!
GUAW, GUAW, GUAW!!
(I´m the faithful friend of
Mickey Mouse

I´m Goofy!!
I have a teenage son
and his name is Max.
They say I have got a
very infectious laughter. AJIA!!

PERSONAL OPINION:
In my opinion this program is very funny and I laugh a lot. It is very original and very enjoyable for me, some people
say than Mickey Mouse is only for babies but this program is for all ages.
In my opinion this program is good because it is very funny and interactive. It‟s for all people, most of all it is for
children. I think this version is better than the other version: “Mickey Mouse´s house”

14
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ADOLESCENCE
What is adolescence? A stage, but... What kind? an easy,
beautiful one? Perhaps, I hope. For me it‟s not. I think that it is
hard, maybe the most. Your body changes, you're going to
develop day after day and slowly start to think differently, to
look at life from another angle, not as a simple fairy tale, but
something very different. Worst of all is love. You‟ll notice someone with a simple smile makes you happy, as if the people
around you are not around. You can fall in love with someone
who never is going to fail, or some asshole, who knows.
Only you are under the influence of that mystery, love. That
weird feeling that you can't control, that from one moment to
another you can be at the top or sink into the most humid and
dark well that exists. It is strange too. Perhaps one day you
will get to understand it... or maybe not. You must try to reach
your dreams, maybe, they will come true.
You should never
give up and you
should be strong
and

don´t

let

anything destroy you. Forget all your little problems. Let them go, you will solve them later.
Most of these problems are related to our physical appearence, don´t allow them to influence how you are, you are like you want to be.
This society is very demanding, unluckily. Don´t
care about your “imperfections”, they´re perfect.
If sometimes you are down, do not allow that depression to dominate you, try to look for help in
the people who support you day after day.

15
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HUMAN’S BEST
INVENTIONS EVER
THE LIGHT BULB

Great inventors in the history of mankind
have made our lives easier and more
comfortable. Here are some of those inventions:

This fabulous object was invented by Thomas Edison on 27th
January 1880. Since the appearence of the first light bulb it has
changed a lot, now it gives more
light and it consumes less
energy. Also, until the invention
of Thomas Edison there were
other bulbs, but they weren‟t like
this one, they emmited less light.

ARCHIMEDES´ SCREW
This invention was
created in the 3rd
century by Archimedes. It was used to
scoop out the water
from boats that were sinking. Nowadays it is used to
bail out water in industrial
THE BICYCLE
The first bicycle was
created in 1817 by the
German
Carl
von
Drais.It was called the
Draisiana. Since 1817
the bicycle has continued its development and nowadays we have very
modern bikes.
THE COMPASS
The first compass was invented by European and Chinese naval academies in
1190. It was created when
the navy found a new mineral
that was lined up with the
North Pole so they could
know where the cardinal points were.
THE CAMERA
The camera was invented by
WilliamTalbot in 1826.
He made this object because he
wanted to catch a picture that
would last forever. The first portable-camera was created by
Joseph Nicéphore Niépce and
that camera was called Kodak.
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THE MOBILE PHONE
The first mobile phone
was invented by Bell´s
laboratories in 1947, in
Missouri(USA). This invention could be bought
for the first time in
1947,but, the golden age
for this invention was the
80´s because most of the
people bought their first
mobile phones in that
decade. The first mobile
phone was very heavy and also very big so it was uncomfortable to carry.
THE INTERNET
This was invented by some scientists from ARPANET on 21st
November 1969.
The first connection was from UCLA and Stanford
universities. During the first few years only four people
had internet, then, the net started to become bigger
and bigger and in 1988, 50,000 people had the internet and finally, nowadays 2 billion people have internet all over the world.
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THE MOST EXPENSIVE
BRANDS IN THE WORLD
Gucci: It is an Italian
brand that makes fashion items, clock and
perfumes. It is a brand
known worldwide for its
designs of clothing for
women and men. They
have achieved worldwide level, thanks to
the quality and elegance of its products.

Chanel: It is a French
brand that makes high
range luxury goods.
Chanel has boutiques
around the world and
performs exclusive
shopping district fashion parades in the most
important fashion capitals.

Versace: Today it is one
of the most important
fashion houses in the
world. Versace designs
clothes, accessories,
fragrances, make up…
Versace is inspired by
strong women. They
make the brand look
sexy, beautiful and elegant. The first Versace
shop was launched in
Milan in 1978. Versace
has also casual style
clothes like t-shirts with
the Versace logo on
some jeans.

Armani: The Armani
brand is known for
selling cosmetics, accessories and skin
care "L'Oreal" products. Armani today
employs about 4,700
workers and has got
13 factories around
the world. It has
about 300 stores in
36 countries.

Prada: It is an Italian
fashion brand. Besides being a high
and remarkable
brand it is one of the
most expensive ones
and has also found
room to stand out in
the world of perfumes.
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If you have a slow comput-

Divergent is a thrilling action-adventure film

er you can learn how to

based on the Veronica Roth‟s book called

speed up your PC here.

“Divergent”. This film is directed by Neil Burg-

The first thing that you have to do is delete all
the programs that you do not use. To do that

er and it was released on March 21, 2014. It
lasts 2 hours and 19 minutes.

you need go to windows start, then to predetermine programs, and finally to program information and there you can delete all the
programs that you want to delete. You can
also delete all repeated or unnecessary files.
A second way is go to your Web browser and
search ”Ccleaner”

and in an official page

download the program, then you open the
program and left click and choose scan and
then clean. The computer will tell you that you
have to restart. Then the computer will run
better.
Another form is to download a
good free antivirus. I recommend these two antivirus: Avira
or Avast. Be careful! Do not install together, it can give you an error which

In addition to this, the Divergent film is set in
a futuristic world where society is divided into
five factions and each faction represents different human virtues. Beside this, the problem comes when the main character, Tris,
discovers that she is divergent which means
that she doesn‟t fit in any faction. That‟s why
Erudition wants to kill her and thank for that
life lesson. Tris changed her point of view of
life.

forces you to reformat the computer, in the

Besides to this, Divergent film has a lot of

worst case.

positive points.

Firstly, the actors perform

their roles perfectly. Moreover, the special
Do you know what it is
to defrag a hard drive?
Well, when you use
more and more files
and put more programs, the computer will run
slower because it needs to search through
more files. The solution is to defrag your hard
drive. You have to click in „‟My PC‟‟ and now
click in optimize. The defrag can take several
minutes to do.
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effects are very well done and the contrasts
between real life and dreams are remarkable.
To sum up, we think that the plot of the book
is better than the film‟s one. However, the
Divergent film is totally recommendable for
someone who loves action films.
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SIMPLE PLAN
on 17th September 1979. He has been out
with a professional boxer and top model called Ashley Massaro. Today he is married to
Jacqueline Napal.
David Desrosiers is another
Simple Plan is a pop punk and alternative rock
band from Quebec. .
The band hasn´t changed since its creation in
1999. The members of the group are five boys
from Canada. The band members are: Pierre
Bouvier, Jeff Stinco, Sébastien Lefebvre, David Desrosiers, Chuck Comeau.

Pierre is the singer of the
group. He was born on
9th May 1979, so he is 36
years old. His full name
is Pierre Charles Bouvier.
Before singing with Simple Plan, he worked at
a chicken restaurant. He was married and has
been a dad 2 times.
Jeff Stinco is the lead guitarist of the group. He
was born 22nd August
1978, so he is 37 years

guitarrist. He is 35 years,
and he was born 29th August 1980. When he was a
teenager, he worked for McDonalds.
His real name is GaétanJean Sébastien Lefebvre
Pépin . He was born 5th
June 1981, so he is 34
years old. He has 3 brothers and 2 sisters, he trusts a lot his eldest
brother.
They have 5 albums :
No Pads, No Helmets…Just Balls (2002)
Still Not Getting Any… (2004)
Simple Plan (2008)
Get Your Heart On! (2011)
Get Your Heart On! –The Second Coming! (2013)

old. Before playing the
guitar with Simple Plan,
he was a guitar teacher. Also he owned 2
bars. He is married and he has two daughters.
Chuck Comeau is the drummer of Simple Plan.He is 36

In 1996 Simple Plan had another name,
(Reset), With the members :
Pierre Bouvier
Chuck Comeau
Philippe Jolicoeur
Adrian White.
Reset did lots of tours around Canada with
bands like MXPX.

years old and he was born
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R5 is an American pop rock band formed in Los Angeles, California, in 2009. They are
called R5 because all of their names begin with letter R, and they are five. The band consist of Ross, Riker, Rocky, Ratliff and Rydel. Four of them are brothers, and Ratliff is a
friend.

Before this group was famous the four brothers studied in a performing art school and Rydel was having keyboard lessons. In the first years they played music in their basement.
When Riker was 16 years he decided to go to Los Angeles to carry on with his degree and
all the family went

with him. There, in a

music studio they

met

plays the drums,

and that's how R5

Ratliff,

who

was created.

In

March

2010

they released their

first album "Ready

set rock". Their se-

cond album has

been the most fa-

mous one, called "Loud", was released in February 2013. In the same month they released
another work, called "Louder". It's like the album "Loud" but with seven new songs. This
group has done six tours since 2012 and 2014.

They have won six prizes from 2013 to 2014, for example:" Next Big Thing", "Favourite
Road trip song", "Best band".
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Joshua Bell is a violinist that was born in Bloomington,
Indiana, on December 9, 1967. When he was four, he
started playing the violin because he got involved by his
parents. He studied in the University of Indiana with Josef
Gingold, one of the best violinists in the world, and when
he was fourteen, he performed with Philadelphia's orchestra. Since then, he has played with the best orchestras of the world.
He has also played the soundtrack of the film "El violín rojo" and famous compositors have
written for him different works.Today, he has a Stradivarius violin of 1713, the "Gibson ex
Huberman", because these violins are given to the best violinists of the world.
On January 12, 2007, Joshua Bell did an experiment in the subway of Washington. He
played for an hour with his Stradivarius and people didn't care about him. Almost nobody realized
that he was a prodigy of music. At the end of the
hour, he earned about 40$ and three days before,
people paid 100$ each to see him in the Boston
Symphony Hall. Only one person, in this case a
woman, recognised him.
''This is not bad", he joked, "almost 40 dollars the
hour... I might live of this. And I would not have to pay an agent''.
Stradivarius violins
Stradivarius violins are musical instruments that were made
by Antonio Stradivari. These violins are the most important
ones in the world because of their sound, and they are given to the best musicians.

They are special because noone has discovered how they were made.
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London is a big city and also the capital of the United Kingdom. It’s situat-

BONFIRE NIGHT
It‟s a celebration dedi-

ed in the south-east of Great Britain.

cated

The mayor is Boris Johnson and the

works. It takes place

patron saint is Saint Paul.

on the 5th of Novem-

to

the

fire-

ber. There are many different ways of celebrating it. It‟s also

ZOMBIE LAB
It

is

celebrated

from January to 3

rd

of February. It is in
the Science muse-

associated with the celebration of
Guy Fawkes actions on the 5th of November. This festivity is also celebrated in South Africa.

um. They play games, give talks and do
fascinating experiments about zombies
and also more than 15 interactive experiences.

GREENWICH AND DOCKLANDS INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
It‟s a free outdoor performing art
festival. It takes place in Tower
Hamlet and in Greenwich from 20th

CHARITY BATTLE OF THE BANDS
It‟s

a

fundraiser

and also a music
tion
place

in

the

competiIt

takes

Roadhouse

Kings Norton on the 18th of February.
Their objective is to help poor people to
enter

the world of music. The ticket

costs five pounds.
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to 30th of June. It was founded by
Bradley Hemmings in 1996. There
are 200 performances in 10 days.
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ceremony in a rite that honours femiCirque Du Soleil is a Russian compa-

ninity, rebirth, renewal and balance

ny of entertainment that describes it-

which marks the passing of these val-

self as “a dramatic assembly of circus

ues from one generation to the next

arts and street amusement”. Its head-

one.

quarter is in Quebec; at Saint-Michel.

In the wake of a storm

It was created by the ex-strays Guy

caused by Prospera, a

Laliberté and Daniel Gauthier in Baie-

group of young men

Saint-Paul in 1984.

lands on the island, cre-

The origin of the

ating an epic, moving

name comes from

love story between Prospera‟s daugh-

the following: one

ter and a brave young suitor. But

day Laliberté saw a

theirs is a love that will need to face

sunset in Hawaii; later on he translat-

numerous

ed it into French (soleil), what means

overcome some setbacks before they

energy, dynamism and youth.

can achieve mutual trust, faith and

This company has done 19 shows so

selecting challenges and

harmony.

far. Some of them have been: Kooza,

This show will be per-

Corteo,

formed in Madrid, Salou

Zarkana...The

latest

one

they‟ve prepared is called Amaluna
Amaluna invites the audience to a
mysterious island governed by God-

( Port Aventura ), Brussels and Paris from May
to November.

desses and guided by the cycles of
the moon.

COME AND ENJOY IT!!!!

Its trailer reveals us the plot of the story: their queen named Prospera, directs her daughter‟s coming-of-age
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HAVING FUN AND EXPLORING AT
THE SAME TIME

This is a film based on the theory that we
only use ten per cent of our brains skills.
So, what could we do if we used 100%?
It is about a girl whose
brain becomes powerful enough to see the
world as it is. This girl,
Lucy, is a student in
Taipei, whose physical shows us that she
tends to make bad decisions. She is soon
shanghaied into a narcotics-smuggling operation, and a pouch
of blue crystals is stitched into her belly.
But the bag broke and those blue crystals
were absorbed by her body, so her brain
goes into overdrive. This is when Lucy‟s
story really begins.
In our opinion, this film has lots of positive
points. For instance, it is very entertaining. It also performs the situation that
many people live today to earn their living, drug-dealing.
On the other hand, there are some disgusting scenes. Besides, there are some
scenes which can get you bored because
the film goes so slow.
All in all, we think this film is so dramatic
and interesting. It has much action, and
you also can learn something while you
are entertained. I recommend this movie
to all young people and those who are
interested in the brain and its uses.
So, what are you waiting for watching it?
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In Niño Jesús Ikastetxea, our school, 1
and 2 year old children are using their
senses to learn. They do different workshops with different ingredients, objects,
sounds…
Some years ago the school decided to
create a bilingual project to stimulate the
senses of the first stage of pre-school education children. This project consists of
different workshops.
In these workshops they learn but at the
same time they are having fun and exploring new things and ways to do things.
They also understand the use of the,
smell, taste, view, hear and touch for their
daily life.
Here they use habitual things; for example, foods like breadcrumb, flour, chocolate, cereals… With some of these ingredients with the help of the teachers they
make pizza so they can eat it later on.
They have special food suitable for allergic and celiac children.
There are also sound workshops; they
use some plastics bottles to make different sounds and to learn about it.
This is a good way to stimulate their five
senses.
When we were children we didn‟t use to
do this type of things. In our opinion it is
an advantage for the school and for the
children. This project may attract more
people to join our school
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Mahatma Karamchand Gandhi was born
on 2nd October 1869 in Porbandar a
coastal town on the Kathiawar Peninsula.
His father, Karamchand
Gandhi
(1822–1885),
served
as
the
diwan
of
Porbander state.
His mother, Putlibai, who was
f
r
o
m
a Pranami Vaishnava family, was Karamchand's fourth wife.
The Indian classics, especially the stories
of Shravana and king Harishchandra, had
a great impact on Gandhi in his childhood.
In his autobiography, he admits that they
left an indelible impression on his mind.
In May 1883, the 13-year-old Mohandas
was married to 14-year-old Kasturbai Makhanji Kapadia.
Mahatma and Kasturba had four children,
all sons: Harilal, born in 1888; Manilal,
born in 1892; Ramdas, born in 1897; and
Devdas, born in 1900.
On January 30, 1948, Gandhi
was assassinated by an extremist Hindu
activist. He shot him because he felt that
Gandhi was against Muslims.
He was considered a good person and he
won the Nobel Price for Peace. On January 30th , we celebrate the day of the
peace named after this fantastic person.

Polybius
was a videogame
which was
invented in
the United
States.
Polybius
was released in 1981 in Portland, Oregon.
Ed Rotberg was the original director of this
videogame.
In this game you had to shoot as many aliens as you could by using one spaceship.
This game became very famous and some
people said that you had to wait for about
one hour to play, it was very addictive.
But, behind this “inoffensive” game, there is
a dark truth. Many people allege that, when
they were playing this videogame, they
could see subliminal messages such as “kill
yourself”, “give up”, “why do you damage
me? etc.
To make things stranger, many players
claimed to see men dressed with black
clothes who used to change the game option and take notes of the highest scores.
It is said that the reason why this game
disappeared from the Video Arcade rooms
very fast was because a 13 year old kid
died while he was playing this videogame.
After this event, people said that the men
dressed in black clothes took the machines
and none saw again this videogame.
However, this is only a legend but, in real
life, there were some videogames which
had secondary effects like epilepsy or amnesia. This was the case of “Tempes” by
Atari.
As a curiosity Polybius videogame appeared in a The Simpsons chapter and on
the lower part we can read “Property of U.S.
government”.
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Pretty Little Liars
It is an American teen drama TV series. The first
chapter was released on
June 8, 2010 in ABC family.
The series is situated in
Rosewood. The plot is
about four friends that lost their best friend,
called Alison. One year later of the Alison‟s
vanishing they started receiving some text
messages from an anonymous person called
“A”. During the story they found a lot of problems and they had to solve all of them if they
wanted to discover the real mystery.
The main characters are the four friends,
Spencer, Hanna, Aria, Emily and the disappeared one, Alison.
There are five seasons. The first one has 22
chapters, the second one has 25 chapters,
the third one 24, the fourth one 24 and the last
one 25. There are also four DVDs with all the
chapters, extra material, eliminated scenes
and some interviews with the cast.
If we talk about the music the main song is
“Secret” by The Pierces but there are also
other songs performed by famous singers.

Maldita Nerea was formed in Murcia in
2003. The original members were Jorge
Ruiz, Luis Gomez, Carlos Molina and Sergio Bernal, but the last two were replaced
by Rafa Martin, Tato Latorre and Serginho
Moreira. All of the group‟s members sing,
but most of the songs are sung by Jorge
Ruiz.
Maldita Nerea‟s first album was released in
2003 by a not very successful company.
Their third album El secreto de las Tortugas was the beginning of Maldita Nerea‟s
best moment in his career.
Maldita Nerea plays pop music. Some of
their best-known songs are Buena energía,
Fácil and Tu mirada me hace grande. The
band has won a lot of prices for their music

Pretty Little Liars has won a lot of awards,
such as Teen choice awards and People’s
teen choice awards.

and videos, they also have been nominated

We have searched for people opinion and in
general terms
they think that it
has got a good
plot and a lot of
them
get
hooked with the series. But other people think
that it is just more about Gossip girl series.

bands in Spain.

We think that it‟s a very entertaining series
and it teaches a lot of good lessons.
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to many other awards. Maldita Nerea is,
currently, one of the most remarkable
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RICKY RUBIO
Today we are going to interview Ricky Rubio. He
is a Spanish basketball player and he is 24 years
old He is here to talk about his career that at the
same time is his hobby.
Hello Ricky, why did you choose basketball
and not other sports like football or athletics?
When I was a child I played football, but it was boring for me because I prefer doing some plays and
control the ball. But then I knew about Michael Jordan and I started playing basketball, and from that moment I have played basketball.
When and how did you start playing like a professional?
I started playing like a professional when I was 14 years old, when the coach of my brother saw me
playing , he chose me to play in the ACB league. And from that moment I started playing like a professional.
How did you feel when you played in the ACB for the first
time ?
When we started the match, Sito Alonso, the second coach, told
me to be prepared because I might play that match. Nine minutes
before the end of the match, the coach told me to play. I was very
nervous, but I did my best.
How did you do to live your adolescence and your professional career like basketball player
at the same time?
Well it was a little bit difficult because the trainings were very hard and I spent a lot of time training,
but with the help of my parents I had time to do other things and to study for exams.
Did your parents always support you in your decisions?
Yes, my parents have always supported me. They have always given me advice and they have
helped me make decisions. But they always said that the last word had to be
mine.
Now where are you playing?
Now I‟m playing in Minnesota Timberwolves that is a team from the state of
Minnesota, in the Unites States.
Who is your idol?
My idol is called Mark, and he is my brother. I have learnt a lot of things from
him, about basketball and about life.

Thank you Ricky for your attention, it has been a pleasure for us having you here, we wish
you the best.
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Tattoos are a modification of the skin colour making a drawing, a figure or a text. It is made
with sterile needles that inject ink or other pigments on the dermis of a person.
Today, tattoos represent different things for each person. We can find the names of a loved
person, or legends that refer to something important, an ideology or a phrase that they admire
or like. We can also find representations of flowers and animals that represent the admiration
to nature, but the meaning can change for each person.
Nowadays, tattoos can have a short duration or you can have it for the rest of your life.
There are some types of tattoos that have the same meaning for, more or less, all the people.
They are:
-HEARTS: Represent love and romances. Friendship, couple, family, and any
other kind of romantic relationships. During the Second World War the soldiers have it tattooed with the names of their loved person.
-SWALLOWS : Principally nautical symbol of good luck because seing a swallow in the sea means that you are close to land. On the
other hand , a swallow pierced with a knife or a dagger symbolizes the loss
of a loved person at the sea.
-BLUE SPARROWS: In mythology the blue sparrows are recognized as sings
of happiness, prosperity, good health and the arrival of the spring. The blue
colour of its feathers is associated with the colour of the sky
-PHOENIX: Ancient Greeks and Egyptians used to think that the phoenix
represents the sun dying in flames every night and returning to start the
day. As tattoo represents the femininity and every part of his body represents different virtues: duty, kindness, confidence... The flames that often
appear represent purification.
-TIGERS: The tigers are common tattoos in Burma, Thailand, Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia, China and Japan usually associated with power, ferocity, passion sensuality, beauty, speed, cruelty and anger.
-CROSS: Symbol associated with

religion. But long before it

was a symbol associated with immortality, fertility and the union of heaven
and earth. The four arms represent the cardinal points, the four elements
and the man himself.
28
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(for teens)
There are eight principal points to have on mind to go on shopping specially when the
shoppers are teenagers because many times these situations can take on a catastrophe
for different reasons. These are the points:

1

Take a partner. It's easier to make a decision on something when someone else is
giving their opinion too. Bring a friend or family member , not only for their opinion,
also to keep yourself safe. It will be really funny!

2

Set a budget for yourself. It's hard, but it‟s always better to set a budget and stick
to it. It's better in the long run. Bring an amount of cash that you're comfortable
spending - if your spending limit is 50€, bring only 50€ to spend! This ensures that you
won't blow your money in one day.

3

Make a list of things you specifically need or want. This will prevent you from
wasting time. Before you hit the stores, go on-line and look at the websites of your
favourite stores. Find items that you like there, then write them down and find them in
the store.

4

Go into stores. Popular teen stores include, Claire's, Berskha, Stradivarius, Primark, PINK, PullandBear, H&M and many more. You should consider trying different
stores (like boutiques). You never know what you'll find in that little unknown store. Maybe some new clothes or something you'd like to improve your style with. Just because
"everyone" doesn't shop there doesn't mean it's a bad store; it might become one of
your favourites!

5

Check out the material. If you're buying something that you don't try on, like socks,
always touch them before buying. Stick your hand in it, and see if it's bad, or just
right. Maybe there's a stain? Ask for another one that looks in better condition. Or perhaps it looks better. If you are allergic to some materials, read the label to see what it is
made of.
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We are going to talk about the 10 richest
people in the world. Have you ever
thought about who they are?
The first one is Bill
Gates. He has 86.100
million $ in his account. He was born
on October 28, 1955
in Seattle, Washington. Gates originally
established his reputation as the cofounder of Microsoft with Paul Allen.
The second person is Carlos
Slim. He has 85.200 million $
in his account. He was born
in Mexico City on January 28,
1940. He studied civil engineering, but he nowadays
works as a business owner
and he invests in a lot of business.
In the third position we can
find Warren Buffett with
67.000 million $. The 30th
of August of 1930 he was
born in Omaha, United
States. As the previous
person, Warren is a business owner and
a very big investor. He is also the executive director of Berkshire Hathaway.
The fourth person
has got 64.000
million $ and he is
Amancio Ortega.
He was born on
August 30, 1936 in Busdongo, Leon. He
is also a business owner and he has
founded a lot of shops such as Zara, Pull
& Bear, Massimo Dutti and Stradivarius.
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He is the richest man in Europe.
Charles G. Koch is the fifth
person with 52.800 million $.
On November 1, he was born
in Wichita, Kansas. He is the
co-owner of the business
known as Koch industries.
Drawing with Charles, David H. Koch is the sixth and
has 52.800 million $.He
was born the 3rd of May of
1940 in Wichita, Kansas.
He is obviously the brother
of the previous one and he is the other co
-owner of Koch industries.
The seventh boy is Lawrence
J. Ellison, who has got
46.100 million $. He was
born in New York on August
17, 1944. He is the founder
of Oracle. His luxury yacht is
the third biggest one in the world.
To finish we have
Ingvar Kamprad with
42.400 million $. He
was born on March 30,
1926 in Sweden. He is
the founder of the biggest company specialised in furniture of the world, which is
called IKEA.
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1

When did you meet him?

6

A) Some years ago

A) Of course yes!

B) I don´t remember

B) I don‟t think so

C) Some months ago

2

Do you share friends?

3

Tell me the truth…Do you think you will be
with him in five years?

C) It might be

7

. Does he know everything about you?

A) No

A) The important things yes

B) Yes

B) No

C) Some of them

C) There are still things he doesn‟t know

When you think about him…

8

. Would you apologise him for an infidelity?

A) You smile

A) We could speak

B) Normally

B) No way!

C) My stomach stirs

C) He will never do that

4

.When you kiss him…

9.

Have you introduced him to your parents?

A) Pff… It‟s perfect!

A) No, it‟s really embarrassing

B) I‟m still a little bit shy

B) Obviously

C) Really passionate

C) I have to Confess…

5

Think about your favourite singer. If
he asks you to have a fling, what
would you do?

10

. Have you ever thought of leaving him?

A) My boyfriend will go down in history

A) Yes, sometimes

B) I‟d to think of it

B) No, but if somebody better comes..

C) I prefer my boyfriend

C) Never!
MAJORITY A: YOU´RE REALLY IN LOVE
MAJORITY B: YOU LOVE HIM BUT YOU HAVE YOUR DOUBTS
MAJORITY C: YOU LOVE HIM, BUT IT´S TOP SECRET!
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